
Features

•8 special functions (Oil reset, BMS reset, ABS bleeding, etc.) 
•Repair data library
•Generate diagnostic reports  
•Full-system diagnostics for engine, transmission, airbag, etc.
•Full OBDII functions (read & clear fault codes, I/M readiness 
monitor status, read freeze frame data, etc.) 
•AutoVIN for automatic vehicle identification
•Bi-Directional control function
•Wireless Bluetooth connectivity
•Read & compare data streams
•Vehicle performance test
•Pro version features 13 reset functions and IMMO capability.

TopScan
Turn the Smartphone into A Smart Diagnostic Tool

The TopScan is a pocket-sized tool that turns a phone into a scan tool and keeps up with its users as they go 
beyond basic scans. Connect the TopScan to the OBD2 port and begin diagnosing through the tool's app. The 
TopScan excels at the fundamentals. Capable of reading and clearing fault codes, and supports 60+ different 
vehicle makes across American, Asian, and European vehicles. The TopScan provides a comprehensive mainte-
nance knowledge base to quickly get started on auto repair jobs. Access 8 maintenance services, AutoVIN technol-
ogy, vehicle performance testing, and even bidirectional control through your phone. Added benefits of the 
TopScan include a full-system DTC Repair Guide and one-click I/M Readiness. 
TopScan offers two versions: the Lite and Pro. The TopScan Pro steps beyond the lite version by offering IMMO 
functionality and a total of 13 reset functions, including Injector Coding, Tire Pressure Reset, and Sunroof Initializa-
tion. Whether you're a DIY enthusiast or a professional technician, the TopScan has got you covered.

DIY
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Specs

Bluetooth: 5.0 (range: 33 feet)
Mobile support: Android 7.0 or above/ iOS 10.0 or above
Working Temperature: 14°F~122°F
Storage Temperature: -4°F~158°F
Dimensions: 3.31 x 1.98 x 1.07 inches
Net Weight: 2.75 oz
Multilingual Support: English, French, German, Spanish, 
Portuguese,  Russian, Japanese and Italian

What’s In The Box

• TopScan Device
• Quick Start Guide
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